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Talk about the pictures in the book. What are they eating with? Is that
what your table looks like at home? What is kimchi?

Explore some different foods around the world and talk about why
people might eat different things!
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/10/08/magazine/eaters-
all-over.html

Check out this blog of a Korean-American mom and her recommended
dishes for kids! See what you might like or just if it is different from what
you take to school  https://www.koreanbapsang.com/20-back-to-
school-korean-recipes/

ACTIVITY: 

Chinatown 
with Susan Tan

Talk about how you celebrate holidays and different traditions
your family has. Do you think other people might have other
traditions?

Watch the Museum of Fine Arts Boston celebrates the Lunar
New Year with wonderful performances!
https://youtu.be/Gr79b7I8czU 

Check out the Chinese House from the Peabody Essex
Museum and perhaps visit it with a museum pass from the
library someday soon: https://youtu.be/Kg2O-bdi2Ms

ACTIVITY: 
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Check out this pdf to look at the Hindi alphabet:
https://www.iknowmyabc.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Hindi-
Alphabet-Free-PDF-Download.pdf

Talk about different languages around the world. What language do
you speak at home? Are there other languages that your friends speak?

Talk about alphabets and how languages have different alphabets or
even letter written differently from English. Visit this website to look at
some different alphabets:
http://wizzyschool.com/language/alphabets%20of%20the%20world.
php

ACTIVITY and Questions:

Have you ever had trouble communicating with someone?
How did you learn to communicate? How can you express
yourself without words?

Try drawing together with someone. It can be an adult, a
sibling, anyone! Draw a world without talking and see what
you can create!

Ask your parents or grandparents about their own
grandparents and tell you a story about them! 
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Drawn Together
by Minh LeACTIVITY Questions: 
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